Ab initio computations are reported for both the isolated molecule and the extended solid within the density functional theory to assess the electronic structure and derived physical properties of [Fe(phen) 2 (NCS) 2 ] in which Fe II is characterized by either one of two spin states, i. e. high spin (HS, t 2g 4 e g 2 ) and low spin (LS, t 2g 6 e g 0 ). For molecular HS and LS configurations, the characteristic IR and Raman spectra have been computed with vibrational frequencies magnitudes and their assignments in relative agreement with the experiment. For the extended solid, the equilibrium total energies reproduce the correct LS ground state. From the calculated equations of state for the two forms, a pressure-induced HS→LS transition is proposed.
Introduction
Few inorganic transition metal complexes exhibit two electronic states of their d electrons, the high spin state (HS) and the low spin state (LS). Switching between these two states is subjected to small energy magnitudes, and the transitions can be achieved with external constraints such as temperature and pressure as well as by applying light [1] . The observed behavior, referred to as spin crossover (SCO) and mainly studied in Fe II complexes [2, 3] , has been widely investigated by research groups worldwide as well as in our Institute with several synthesized new materials [1, 4] . In this context, it is a current challenge to develop a model method useable to predict whether a given material is likely to exhibit a SCO phenomenon prior to its synthesis. Theoretical studies have already been related to the molecular approach [5 -9] , but to our knowledge there are no solid-state investigations of the electronic structure of the whole crystal system. The purpose of this work is to provide spectroscopic and electronic structure information from first principles on SCO systems for both the isolated molecule and the extended solid state. Such a complementary approach has been used in previous work on [Fe(btz) 2 (NCS) 2 ] (btz: 2,2 -bis-4.5-dihydrothiazine) [10] . We focus here on the well characterized system [Fe(phen) 2 (NCS) 2 ] where 'phen' stands for 1,10-phenanthroline, which 0932-0776 / 10 / 0500-0565 $ 06.00 c 2010 Verlag der Zeitschrift für Naturforschung, Tübingen · http://znaturforsch.com Fig. 1 . Projection onto the crystallographic x0z plane of the orthorhombic [Fe(phen) 2 (NCS) 2 ] structure (phen: 1,10-phenanthroline), with FeN 6 octahedra shown in blue. At bottom left, a molecular fragment used in molecular calculations is highlighted. Color scheme: Fe (blue-green), N (red), C (grey), S (yellow), H (white) (color online).
has a spin crossover temperature of T 1/2 ≈ 176 K [11] . A projection of the orthorhombic crystal structure [11] is shown in Fig. 1 , highlighting the octahedral environment of Fe and the molecular fragment used in the calculations. The formula units (f. u.) on the edges are shared by two cells so that a total number of four f. u. per cell [11] is found.
Theoretical Investigation of the Molecular System
Although the use of the Hartree-Fock (HF) approach has been shown to provide a good description of the molecular orbital and chemical bonding properties mainly in organic chemistry, it has been well established that the density functional theory (DFT) framework [12, 13] brings far more accurate results regarding the energetics and related properties. This is because the -compulsory -exchange and correlation (XC) effects are equally treated, albeit at a local level within the DFT, while only the exchange is well accounted for in HF although in a better way (exact exchange [14] ) than in the DFT. Taking the best out of each of the two approaches led to improvements in ab initio calculations of molecules with the so called "hybrid functionals". They consist of mixing exact HF exchange following Becke [14] , and DFT-based correlation, following Lee, Yang and Parr with the so-called LYP correlation [15] . The B3LYP hybrid functional is among the most used. Its B3LYP * modification by Reiher [7] , in which the DFT local exchange is decreased, has been shown to bring similar accuracy of thermochemistry quantities as B3LYP.
After testing different functionals and basis sets through several molecular computations with the GAUSSIAN03 code [16] , we found most accurate results for the energetics and the vibrational spectra in LS and HS states, respectively, with RB3LYP and UB3LYP (restricted for LS, S = 0, and unrestricted for HS, S = 2) functionals and the 6-31g(d) basis set.
Optimization and energies
Firstly, the geometry of the molecule is optimized in both spin states and the results tested against the relative distances within the coordination sphere of the iron ions (Fig. 1) . Although the final Fe-N distances do not translate a perfect octahedral O h -like environment, we find on average that d LS <Fe-N> = 1.919Å is smaller than d HS <Fe-N> = 1.983Å. This is an expected result due to the volume increase of the divalent Fe coordination sphere arising from the occupation of anti-bonding e g * states with two unpaired electrons: LS (t 2g 6 e g 0 )→HS (t 2g 4 e g 2 ). These average values agree with theoretical ones in the literature [17] [18] . This drawback is also met in other computational approaches because in the calculations the individual fragment is examined without neighboring molecules.
Vibrational spectra
The optimized molecular setup is used to extract the vibrational properties. In Fig. 2 we show the calculated infrared (IR) and Raman spectra of the two spin states. The frequencies along the x axis are in units of wave numbers (cm −1 ). From left to right the spectral bands are assigned to in-plane elongation of Fe-N (∼300 cm −1 ), out of plane distortion (∼700 cm −1 ) and C-C elongation (∼1500 cm −1 ) within the phen heterocycle. The most intense peaks around 2100 cm −1 for the symmetric and antisymmetric stretching elonga-a) Low-spin state b) High-spin state tions characterize the NCS − ligands when they are in cis configuration as it is the case for the presently studied complex. High intensity peaks around 1500 cm −1 for phen and other modes are mainly active in the Raman spectrum as for instance around 3000 cm −1 for C-H stretching modes in the phen heterocycle. The values are regrouped in Table 1 and confronted with experimental data from the literature. We note that the peak positions agree with only small deviations with experimental and theoretical data as given by Brehm et al. [17] for this complex. For instance, the antisymmetric/symmetric N≡C stretching modes for the two NCS − ligands of 2162/2172 cm −1 , are shifted by 60 cm −1 with respect to the experiment (2107/2110 cm −1 ) but show the same trend of higher frequency for the symmetric stretching mode. This also stands for the HS spectra. However, they are systematically higher for LS than for HS (Table 1) , which can be considered as a designation of the spin state of the prepared complex. Consequently, the molecular calculations are found to provide correct spectroscopic identifications for the two spin states as far as the vibrations involve the internal behavior, while energies are less accurate when single, isolated molecular entities are considered.
Solid-state Computations
Crystal structure studies of the low-temperature (LS) and high-temperature (HS) forms of [Fe(phen) 2 (NCS) 2 ] were carried out by Gallois et al. [11] . They resulted in the orthorhombic space group Pbcn and Z = 4 formula units (f. u.) per cell. At low temperature (130 K) the unit cell volume was 2219Å 3 and at 293 K it was 2338Å 3 .
Within DFT, the calculations of the electronic structures were carried out using the VASP package [19, 20] . The interactions between the ions and the electrons are described by using ultra-soft Vanderbilt pseudo-potentials (US-PP), and the effects of exchange and correlation XC were treated within local density approximation following the Ceperley and Alder scheme [21] . In the plane wave pseudo potential approach, the rapid variation of the potential near the nuclei is replaced by substituting the all-electron Hamiltonian with a smoother pseudo-Hamiltonian, which reproduces the valence energy spectrum. The PP allow a considerable reduction of the necessary number of plane waves per atom for transition metal and first row elements. Thus force and full stress tensor can be easily calculated and used to relax atoms into their ground state. The parallelized calculations, running on four processors, converged at an energy cut-off of 348 eV for the plane wave basis set in both forms. The k-point integration was carried out with a starting mesh of 2 × 2 × 2 up to 4 × 4 × 4 for convergence and relaxation to zero strains. This can be considered as high enough in view of the large number of atoms.
Besides total electronic energies and the density of states (DOS) we have obtained from the US-PP calculations a qualitative picture of the electron localization through a real space analysis of the electron distribution within the actual chemical system by comparing it with the free electron gas. This was done with the electron localization function (ELF) [22] . ELF is a normalized function which is close to 1 for strongly localized electrons (red spots), 1 /2 for the free electron-like behavior (green spots), and close to 0 for no localization (blue zones).
Establishing the equations of state (EOS)
With experimental cell parameters and coordinates [11] , a geometry relaxation was started for both forms. The results show little deviation with respect to the experiment for atomic coordinates. Focusing on the volumes, they show the same trends of lower volume for LS (V = 2145Å 3 ) versus HS forms (V = 2310Å 3 ). Smaller calculated values are expected from the use of PP's built within the LDA exchange correlation functional. In as far as it is based on the homogeneous electron gas, the LDA is overbinding, i. e. it tends to reduce interatomic spacing and energy gaps (cf. DOS section)
A better view of the behavior of both forms can be obtained from a set of energy versus volume (E, V) calculations around experimental volumes. This is because the calculated total energy pertains to the cohesive energy within the crystal since the solution of the Kohn-Sham DFT equations yield the energy with respect to infinitely separated electrons and nuclei. In as far as the zero of energy depends on the choice of the pseudo-potentials, somehow it becomes arbitrary; i. e. it is shifted, not scaled. But the energy derivatives remain unaltered as well as the equations of state (EOS). For this reason, one needs to establish the EOS and extract the fit parameters for an assessment and confrontation of the equilibrium values. This justifies the protocol followed in the process of the calculations, i. e. a geometry relaxation followed by an establishment of the respective EOS's.
The resulting E = f(V) curves show a quadratic variation which can be fitted with Birch equation of state (EOS) to the 3 rd order [23] :
where E o , V o , B o and B are the fit values: the equilibrium energy, the volume, the zero-pressure bulk modulus and its pressure derivative, respectively. The results are shown in Fig. 3 for the curves and the fit results. The LT curve lies at lower energy and smaller volume than HS pointing to LS as the actual ground state. Examining the values in the insert, the energy difference favors the LS state by −2.86 eV per 4 f. u., i. e., −0.71 eV per f. u. This is interesting in view of the ∆E = 0.80 eV per f. u. found from molecular calculations albeit with opposite sign. The difference in absolute magnitude may have technical, method-inherent, as well as fundamental origins. For the former, the use of different functionals belonging to each kind of method (hybrid B3LYP versus DFT-native LDA) can be the origin of the difference. For the latter, lattice effects not accounted for in molecular calculations can be invoked. In this context it is interesting to see how the electrons are localized within the unit cell containing four f. u. This can be visualized from the ELF contours given in Fig. 4 which can be seen to closely retrace the molecular entity of the complex in Fig. 1 , with strong localization toward the phen and NCS − ligands. A marked feature is the presence of zero localization blue zones around the molecular entities, which suggests that they are isolated from each other. Although not seen here, this does not exclude hydrogen bonding involving for instance negatively charged terminal S in NCS as it can be seen from the large red spots. Pressure derivatives of the bulk modulus values B are close to 4 in both forms. The bulk modulus is larger for the LS form in agreement with its lower volume. The range of magnitudes of 120 -130 GPa is not large compared to layered bi-dimensional systems [24] but the computed B 0 values are larger than in alloy systems [25] . The equilibrium energy/volume results allow evaluating a transition pressure HS→LS which amounts to ∼28 kbar. This value is within the range generally observed, between 10 and 50 kbar [26] . Lastly we point out that the calculations are zero entropy so that they do not allow a direct access to transition temperatures.
Density of states (DOS)
At another level of solid-state calculations of the crystal structure, the electronic density of states (DOS) can be obtained as an illustration of the "organized solid". The total DOS are shown for the LS ground state configuration in Fig. 5 . The major feature is the low dispersion of the DOS peaks which is descriptive of a molecular system, i. e. in opposition to a metal or an intermetallic system [25] , where the DOS are broadened. Along the x axis the energy is counted with respect to the top of the valence band, E V -not equivalent to the Fermi level E F which characterizes a metallic system -, since the system is found to be an insulator with a gap of ∼1.5 eV in both spin states. This was also observed for [Fe(btz) 2 (NCS) 2 ] [10], calculated with a smaller gap using the all-electrons ASW (augmented spherical wave) method [27] . This energy value is not to be considered quantitatively because the LDA XC functional tends to underestimate gaps. The O h -like crystal field features for Fe II are exhibited in the DOS: the top of the valence band (VB) and the bottom of the conduction band (CB) are involved with Fe d states on both sides of the energy gap with empty e g -like manifolds within the CB and occupied t 2g -like states at the top of the VB. The lower part of the VB is involved in Fe-N and N-C bonding. At lower energies, the s-like states of non-metals are found.
Concluding Remarks
The presented original double approach involving molecular and all solid-state calculations has been shown to bring complementary information on a complex inorganic system which undergoes a spin state transition HS→LS. From computations carried out for the isolated molecule, the IR and Raman spectra have been computed with trends of magnitudes and assign-ments similar to those found in experiments. Such theoretical spectra can be helpful to experimentalists, for instance in micro-Raman spectroscopy. However, an HS ground state is obtained from energy differences and not the actual LS probably because contacts between molecules such as hydrogen bonds and other cooperative phenomena need to be considered. Heavier computations with massively parallel processing (MPP), involving two adjacent or more molecules may allow an improvement of the results; these are underway.
By contrast, computing the whole crystal system with four adjacent formula units leads to a correct LS ground state, thus pointing out the importance of accounting for the system in a crystal array. It is characterized by an insulating behavior from the analysis of the density of states. From the equilibrium fit values of the respective equations of states, a pressure-induced HS→LS transition can be proposed.
